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We explore the impact of institutional design on the distribution of changes in outputs of governmental processes in the
United States, Belgium, and Denmark. Using comprehensive indicators of governmental actions over several decades, we
show that in each country the level of institutional friction increases as we look at processes further along the policy cycle.
Assessing multiple policymaking institutions in each country allows us to control for the nature of the policy inputs, as all the
institutions we consider cover the full range of social and political issues in the country. We find that all distributions exhibit
high kurtosis values, significantly higher than the Normal distribution which would be expected if changes in government
attention and activities were proportionate to changes in social inputs. Further, in each country, those institutions that
impose higher decision-making costs show progressively higher kurtosis values. The results suggest general patterns that we
hypothesize to be related to boundedly rational behavior in a complex social environment.

Institutional Friction

G
overnments in the modern age deal with a wide
array of conflicting, unrelated, and poorly un-
derstood social issues ranging from fostering

technological innovation and economic growth to pro-
tecting human rights, providing opportunities for citizen
participation in public affairs, delivering the mail, curing
cancer, fighting large-scale war, providing health, edu-
cation, and welfare services, and interpreting scientific
evidence about issues such as global warming, genetic
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engineering, and the likely future cost of hydrogen fuel
cells. Governments must act as “master jugglers” as they
allocate agenda space to the increasingly complex set of
issues that clamor for policymakers’ attention.

Although all governments face dizzying arrays of is-
sues, constitutional designs differ at the national level and
different institutions within the same country have vari-
ous characteristics. While scholars have examined a vari-
ety of aspects of constitutional design in influencing the
course of public policy, we address an entirely new facet:
whatever the constitutional design, do political systems
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process issues in response to changing social conditions
in a roughly comparable fashion? Are some dramatically
more efficient or responsive than others? Within coun-
tries, does institutional design affect outputs? The U.S.
system was designed explicitly to be inefficient in trans-
lating demands into policies. Parliamentary systems, on
the other hand, are supposed to reflect voter demands
and to provide greater powers to leaders to act as they see
fit. That is, they are supposed to be more efficient in the
translation of inputs into policy outputs. Regardless of
these differences, we hypothesize that a study of govern-
ment outputs across different countries will display cer-
tain common characteristics based on the limitations of
human cognition and that these similarities will be more
prominent than whatever institutional differences may
also be present. Of course, electoral systems, the organiza-
tions of political parties and interest groups, bureaucratic
design, and many other elements of institutional design
may affect the efficiency with which governments become
aware of, and respond to, changes in their environments.
The relative importance of institutional differences com-
pared to universalistic problems of cognitive limitations
is an unanswered question, however.

Our goal is to present a new approach to studying
inputs and outputs of political systems comparatively. A
common approach in comparative policy studies is to fo-
cus on one stage of the policy process and to compare that
stage cross-nationally. For example, see scholars have
compared welfare state development (a final stage in the
process of producing public policies) across nations (see
Esping-Andersen 1990). Others have looked at parties and
electoral systems, a process closer to the input stage (for
examples, see Budge, Robertson, and Hearl 1987; Keman
and Budge 1990; McDonald and Budge 2005). And many
have studied the impact of institutional design (see Huber
1996; Rockman and Weaver 1993; Strøm 1990; Thelen
et al. 1993; Tsebelis 2002). But comparing processes in
a single stage can tell us very little about the processes
that may link the various stages of the policy process
and nothing about whether differences in institutional
arrangements account for the differences in outputs.1

1Our use of the phrases “stage” and “policy cycle” is considerably
broader than what has often been done in the literature before
us, where the terms often refer only to what we call the decision-
making stage. We use the word “stage” to refer to the various steps
in the process by which social issues come to the attention of gov-
ernment and are translated into public policy outputs. Stages range
from social inputs (such as real-world changes in the economy) to
governmental monitoring functions, to decision making, to policy
outputs (e.g., budgets). We refer to this entire process as the “policy
cycle,” noting that stages further along the cycle (from social in-
puts at the beginning of the cycle to outputs at the end) tend to be
subject to processes with higher decision costs and therefore higher
friction.

Within single countries, recent institutional analy-
ses have emphasized the role of decision-making rules in
determining whether and what kinds of policy changes
will be made. Important work has examined the stability-
inducing properties of the U.S. national system within a
game-theoretic framework (Hammond and Miller 1987;
Krehbiel 1998), and these insights have been extended
to a more general and comparative framework as well
(Tsebelis 2002). But several limitations to this work are
apparent. First, the formulation is spatial and hence is
policy-content free. It can tell us nothing about the gov-
ernmental response to the relative mix of policy issues
it faces. Second, it speaks only to the formal decision-
making stage of the policymaking process and says noth-
ing about how issues get defined and weighted for im-
portance prior to that stage. Finally, it says nothing about
what happens to the course of public policy when action
is taken or when shifts are made to these institutional
designs that induce so much stability. This work has also
been largely theoretical whereas our work is heavily em-
pirical, covering hundreds of thousands of observations
across all policy areas and for multiple policy processes in
three countries over several decades.

Only a dynamic approach explicitly including the
full range of the policy cycle can address the questions
we pose, but such an approach is unusual in the litera-
ture and so may strike many readers as unfamiliar. We
distinguish four stages: social processes, government in-
puts, policy processes, and outputs. This article examines
several indicators at each of three stages for three coun-
tries: Belgium, Denmark, and the United States. We note
important similarities within each country: as one moves
along the policy cycle, from the input stage through the
policy process to outputs, the costs to collective action
imposed by institutional procedures increase. These costs
cause outputs from each stage to be increasingly punc-
tuated, with more and more disjoint and episodic action
rather than smooth adjustment as one goes from inputs to
outputs. Similarities are stronger than differences in spite
of substantial institutional divergences in the three na-
tional systems. We use the notion of institutional friction
to explain these findings.

Institutional Friction
in Comparative Perspective

Social scientists in various fields of inquiry have pointed
to factors that inhibit the adaptability of a system to its
external environment. For example, students of business
organization have long noted that structural designs often
limit firms’ abilities to respond efficiently to changes in
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economic supply and demand. Coase (1937) noted that
there may be decreasing returns to entrepreneurship as
firms increase in size because of the increased costs of
organization, and Robinson (1934) argued that the costs
of coordination could very quickly overcome the bene-
fits derived from the division of labor. Harbison (1956)
called such internal factors “organizational friction” and
classified them according to whether they involved inter-
personal relations among firm members, communication
systems, or “imperfections in organizational structure”
(1956, 376).

In the marketplace, the more efficiently the inputs
of demand and factor costs are translated into the firm’s
product, the better. However, as Paul Ormerod (2005) re-
minds us, failure, inefficiency, and bankruptcies are quite
common in the business world, even among the nation’s
largest firms. If the largest and most powerful economic
actors sometimes fail to adjust to changing market con-
ditions, is it surprising that government policies may be
less than efficient? Failure or slowness to adapt to shift-
ing environmental conditions can affect a firm just as a
government, but there is a fundamental difference: nat-
ural selection works in the marketplace and can derive
a net positive outcome from individual-level churning,
where inefficient firms are replaced by new ones more in
tune with shifts in consumer demands. This is less likely
in the world of governments, where institutions are not
replaced with the rapidity with which firms come and
go in the marketplace. Political scientists, however, have
paid little attention to the inefficiencies of government
policies in this economic sense. If we do not suspect that
governments understand each element of social change to
which they must respond, neither do we have a strongly
developed theory or set of findings to suggest just how
inefficient they may be (or even whether they are less
efficient than firms, on average, but this question is be-
yond our scope here). Baumgartner, Green-Pedersen, and
Jones (2006) suggested that one of the remarkable charac-
teristics of the U.S. government is its ability to lurch from
one equilibrium to another, at least occasionally reacting
to changes in the social, economic, and political environ-
ment. In any case, we know very little about exactly how
much inefficiency there may be in how governments re-
spond to changing social realities. We use the concept of
institutional friction to begin this dialogue.

Some designs, like the United States, are explicitly de-
signed to be less than fully responsive. The framers of the
U.S. Constitution did not want the system to react to every
small social movement—concurrent majorities, overlap-
ping electoral mandates, and shared control of govern-
ment by independently elected or appointed institutions
were all seen as mechanisms to ensure that the system

responded only to public pressures and feelings above
some threshold. Parliamentary systems, in sharp contrast,
are designed with a different logic in mind. They are sup-
posed to reflect voter demands, at least those reflected in
parliamentary majorities. Thus we can expect that dif-
ferent types of governmental structures should be related
with different levels of institutional friction. If structural
designs matter, there should be differences in the levels of
friction apparent in these two types of systems.

If governments addressed the numerous issues fac-
ing them by shifting policies and priorities proportion-
ately to changes in the severity of various problems in the
environment, then we would say that the translation is
efficient. Governments cannot attend simultaneously to
everything, however; there are simply too many problems
“out there.” Because of this mismatch between inputs and
system capacity, a government cannot possibly address all
the issues that face it proportionately. Of course, the prob-
lem is we have no standard to assess the severity of social
problems; in politics, people do not even agree on what
social conditions constitute problems in the first place.

Fortunately we have a way around this difficulty. We
will refer to the set of conditions facing government that
may be monitored as social processes. These are not directly
observed, but include all activities “out there” that are or
may become important to government. This may include
such things as the weather, demographic shifts, inter-
national events, technological developments, economic
trends, or anything that may cause a shift in the severity
of a problem of concern to government. Droughts and
other weather events can affect agricultural prices. New
technologies can reduce costs of production at home or
overseas, affecting productivity, tax receipts, and job cre-
ation. Wars break out, famines occur, immigration and
demographic shifts slowly change the face of the domestic
workplace. In sum, a wide range of social events are con-
stantly occurring, and these have impacts on the poverty
rate, economic growth, unemployment, educational de-
mands, health care costs, international trade, defense, and
other things that affect government policies. Note that
many of these trends may alleviate social problems (such
as the development of a new technology making it eas-
ier to deliver some service to the population), whereas
other events or trends may create new problems or make
existing ones worse.

Social processes of course, are widely monitored by
governments, though not perfectly. We refer to infor-
mation about social processes that governments actu-
ally monitor as political inputs. Political inputs include
information from social movements, the mass media,
lobbyists, systematic data collection (such as the un-
employment or the poverty rates), and other bits of
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information relating to the state of affairs “out there”
that actually comes to the attention of government. Gov-
ernments, of course, have thousands of sources of inputs.
Elected officials meet with their constituents and decide
on their themes for the next election. Journalists write
stories about growing social problems. Bureaucrats sys-
tematically collect data on such things as the unemploy-
ment rate, terrorist communication traffic, and health
care costs. Social processes may be only imperfectly trans-
lated into political inputs, but governments cannot re-
spond directly to social processes if they do not become
aware of them. The decision-making stage we refer to as
policy processing, and the decisions that emerge as a result
of this activity are outputs, including budgets and statutes.
So we see a four-step process as we move from (unob-
served) social processes to political inputs to policy pro-
cesses (such as the introduction of legislation and debates
or questions in Parliament) and finally to policy outputs
(e.g., budgets and other authoritative decisions). We refer
to this entire process as the policy cycle and to the steps as
stages.

If all the social processes that lead to shifts in the
severity of the many problems that are of concern to gov-
ernment could be monitored over time, the distribution
of their aggregated changes over time would be Normal
because of the Central Limit Theorem (CLT). That is,
some things would have gotten worse, others would have
gotten better and, because there are thousands of inde-
pendent series, many of which have no relation with one
another, they would often cancel out. Because there are
thousands of problems, and no single one of them over-
whelms the entire government at any one time, the com-
bined distribution of all of them would be Normal. The
CLT applies only if certain conditions are met, however,
the most important of which is that the various compo-
nent parts be independent of each other. Of course, many
social processes are related to each other, but across an en-
tire national government there are so many independent
ones that the CLT is quite robust. Note that no individual
series need itself be Normally distributed; the CLT applies
to averages across many independent series and modern
governments would be averaging across thousands of dif-
ferent social processes (for more detail, see Jones and
Baumgartner 2005, chap. 5). Just like governments, we
have no way of directly assessing the underlying social
processes; there are too many of them, and for many
there are no statistical indicators available. But because
there are so many of them, we can assume that changes in
the severity of a wide range of them, over time, would be
Normal, and this allows us to begin a series of compar-
isons of this (unobserved) distribution with those that we
can actually observe, government actions.

In this article we look at the full range of activities of
three national governments across several decades, com-
prehensively assessing their attention and actions across
a comprehensive set of policy areas. Our method may
not work in more limited settings, because it is possible
that the input series would not themselves be Normally
distributed but heavily affected by exceptional stochas-
tic shocks to the system. For example, agricultural series
for Denmark over a limited period might be affected by
extreme weather events, or U.S. defense policy might be
heavily affected by international events and whether the
nation is at war. The CLT does not apply to limited data
series or series from a single policy area. We are not faced
with these problems here, however, since we take larger
time periods into account and we look comprehensively
at the full range of policy activities of three different na-
tional governments.

We have explained above our expectation that
changes in social processes across the full range of policy
domains must be Normal because of the CLT. However,
our results do not depend on this assumption, because
we have multiple series in each country. We hypothesize
that they should exhibit greater friction (or more punctu-
ations) as we examine change distributions drawn from
stages further along the policy cycle. Within any coun-
try, observed differences in the distribution of outputs
among the various institutional processes cannot be due
to differences in the inputs, since the inputs are common
to all of them. They must be attributed to differences in
institutional design. So our findings are not strictly de-
pendent on the assumption of normality from the CLT,
since we test them within countries as well as across
nations.

Central to our argument here is that institutional fric-
tion increases as political issues progress along the policy
cycle and that this institutional friction has consequences
for public policies, rendering them more disjointed as
decision-making costs increase. Fortunately, there is a rich
literature from the natural sciences about the dynamics
of friction, and this literature allows us to postulate some
specific hypotheses about the distributions of outputs
that result from friction-laden processes as compared
to those featuring proportionate, or low-cost, decision
making.

Stick-Slip Dynamics

In the natural world, there are various specifications for
friction, but all of them involve the interaction of two
forces: a retarding force and a force directed at overcom-
ing the retarding force. In those situations where scientists
can specify exactly these forces, they can model the effects
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of friction and make predictions. In many very impor-
tant cases, however, this is not possible. Earthquakes, for
example, are complex nonlinear systems whose full dy-
namics have not yet been specified, and whose underlying
stress-strain dynamics are either inaccessible to measure-
ment or are fundamentally unmeasurable (Rundle et al.
2004). In the face of such complexity, geophysicists pro-
ceed by observation and simulation. Their models match
quite accurately the observed distributions, however, and
we can use a similar approach here.

Earthquake dynamics may be characterized as stick-
slip dynamics. The relative sliding of two adjacent bod-
ies yields a nonequilibrium process in which movement
along the plane of contact is nonlinearly related to the
force applied to the system (Awrejcewicz and Olejnik
2007). The earth’s tectonic plates are held in place by
a retarding force, the “friction” of the plates, while the
dynamic processes generated by violent activities deep
in the earth’s core cause one plate to push on the other.
When the forces acting on the plates are strong enough,
the plates release, but they do not slide smoothly in re-
sponse to the pressure applied. Rather, the distribution
of the size of movements is leptokurtic: there are many
tiny, imperceptible slides, few moderate ones, and a great
number of extremely powerful ones—earthquakes. Note
that the violent earthquake results from the friction and
the associated buildup of pressure, not any momentary
increase on the forces pushing to overcome the friction.
At any given time, the response to the pressure is out of
synch with the level of pressure applied: friction causes
the linkage between inputs and outputs of the system
to be disproportionate—underresponse because of fric-
tion, then overresponse in response to built-up pressures.
This is summarized in the Gutenberg-Richter Law, which
specifies a power function (Gutenberg and Richter 1954,
17–19).

Power functions are part of a class of probability dis-
tributions that are leptokurtic—they have strong central
peaks and fat tails. The statistical signature of a dispro-
portionate response model such as the friction model
is straightforward: in response to a Normal distribu-
tion of real-world inputs, the decision-making process
transforms the data by reducing those values below some
threshold and by amplifying those values above the thresh-
old. Such distributions are often called “fat tailed” or
“extreme value” distributions and are not uncommon in
many natural processes where friction models operate
(on power-law distributions in general, see Barabasi 2005
or Watts 2003 for excellent overviews; see Zipf 1949 or
Simon 1955 for earlier works).

The most striking characteristic of a leptokurtic dis-
tribution, at first glance, is its extremely high central peak.

But a leptokurtic distribution differs from a Normal dis-
tribution because the distribution with high kurtosis will
simultaneously feature great numbers of cases far out in
the tails: even five or more standard deviations away from
the mean, in an area where the Normal distribution would
have no values whatsoever. If we are examining policy
change data, the simultaneous occurrence of many cases
in the center and large numbers in the extremes makes a
leptokurtic distribution strong evidence of a Punctuated
Equilibrium (PE) process. Indeed, the high peak refers to
many cases with no change; the large tails refer to rela-
tively many cases with extreme changes; the weak shoul-
ders refer to relatively few cases of moderate change. Since
we know the social processes are theoretically Normal,
leptokurtic distributions later in the sequence of policy
processing indicates a status quo bias, inability to make
moderate adjustment, and occasional dramatic “catch-
up” adjustments. The response is not proportionate to
the signal. The greater the friction imposed by decision
costs, the greater the disproportionality.

Friction in Government, with Evidence
from the United States

The stick-slip dynamics of friction in physical systems
also work in social systems. The retarding force is the set
of institutional rules that block policymaking action; the
amplifying force is political mobilization and the changes
it induces in the preferences of decision makers. We can-
not observe these forces directly, but that does not leave
us helpless, any more than it left earth scientists helpless
in their studies of earthquakes.

In the study of American politics, we have evidence
that institutional friction does, in fact, affect the distri-
bution of outputs (Jones and Baumgartner 2005; Jones,
Sulkin, and Larsen 2003). In this work, authors have
shown that the institutions of U.S. government do indeed
display increasing kurtosis as one moves along the pol-
icy cycle. Markets are closer to efficient (but not entirely
so, as cascades and bubbles are sometimes apparent);
elections; congressional hearings, bill introductions; pres-
idential activities; law making; and finally budgetary
distributions come in order from lowest to highest fric-
tion. Jones, Larsen-Price, and Wilkerson (2009) have
taken this one step further, showing that in the United
States public issue priorities are better reflected by gov-
ernment in the earlier stages of the policy cycle than in
the later stages. This is entirely consistent as the higher
friction or decision costs apparent in the later stages cre-
ate more of a disjuncture between the social inputs and
response.
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Variable Thresholds and the Inequality
between Discovery and Abandonment

Friction means that decision makers underrespond to
changes in the severity of problems when these remain
below some threshold of urgency, focusing attention in-
stead on those few areas where concerns are so great that
they must be attended to immediately. However, in poli-
tics, thresholds are context dependent, not fixed. Further,
the model is not balanced: increases in attention may
be more subject to extremes than decreases. As a given
social indicator becomes more troubling over time, the
model predicts no response whatsoever during the early
periods—the issue is “under the radar” and government
may not even track its severity in any systematic manner.
After the severity of the issue has passed some threshold,
on the other hand, there may be a rush to make up for past
inattention to the issue by dramatically increasing policy
outputs directed to it. The issue may be systematically
tracked and a specialized agency or bureau may even be
created to focus on it. Attention to the problem becomes
institutionalized, and this may induce a second ineffi-
ciency. Not only is government slow to pay attention to
new policy problems, but, once established, policies may
be continued long after the severity of the problem which
justified them in the first place has declined. Reactions
to improvements in the state of the world, by reallocat-
ing attention or resources to other areas with more se-
vere problems, or more rapidly growing ones, are slow.
Institutional friction in the forms of sunk costs, long-
term budgetary commitments, identification with means
rather than ends, and bureaucratic inertia makes it hard
for governments to reduce attention to issues that are
improving just as it inhibits them from paying attention
to problems that are just emerging (see Lindblom 1959;
Simon 1997; Wildavsky 1964).

We can assess these dynamics easily by looking at the
left- and right-hand tails of the distributions we will ex-
plore in the empirical section below. Contrary to some
popular myths, governments do indeed withdraw atten-
tion from established policy areas, though these dynam-
ics are indeed less punctuated than those associated with
growth in attention. Virtually all distributions we have
observed have a positive skew.

Thresholds in the policymaking process are not sim-
ple hurdles a policy issue must pass to gain attention.
They are contingent themselves on a network of interact-
ing variables, causing context to matter. If policymakers
are attending to a problem, it can be easier to attract
attention to a related issue. Effectively, this means that
the threshold can sometimes be lowered, as for example
when policies are related to the “war on terror” in recent

years in the United States, or with the rise of immigration
and associated issues of social integration in Denmark or
Belgium. For some issues seen as priorities, the thresh-
old can be low. (John Kingdon [1984] has referred to a
similar process in discussing “windows of opportunity”
for issues to come to the agenda.) Just as the threshold
can sometimes be low, it can other times be high: during
periods when official attention is focused intently on one
set of issues (such as during times of war or economic
crisis), it may be particularly difficult to put other issues
onto the agenda. So thresholds are contingent. Further,
governments of different political majorities may “favor”
some issues over others; this too is a form of institutional
friction. If rising indicators of the severity of an issue
are ignored because the constituents who might bene-
fit from that action vote for the wrong political party,
this is another form of inefficiency. For example, a new
government may come to power after a previous gov-
ernment ignored a growing social problem, and the new
government may pledge to “make up for lost time.” So
our conception of friction is entirely compatible with the
dynamics of elections and parties’ issue preferences.

The characteristics of thresholds that we describe here
suggest that the concept is surprisingly complex. One
cannot expect, and indeed empirical evidence does not
suggest, that increases in a given social indicator (say, the
poverty rate) will automatically and repeatedly generate a
certain level of government response when they pass cer-
tain numerical points. The reason is that the agenda can
handle only so many issues at a given time. During “slack”
periods when few other items compete, attention may fo-
cus on a given problem. However, during periods when
the wrong government is in power, or when there are sev-
eral even more urgent problems affecting the nation, even
higher numerical levels of need may be insufficient to in-
duce government attention. These characteristics suggest
it will be impossible to assert simple linkages between
given levels of social problems and government response.
However, a different empirical approach is indeed possi-
ble, and we turn to this now.

Testing the Friction Hypothesis
in Comparative Perspective

We test two central hypotheses. The first is the General
Punctuation Hypothesis:

H1: Output change distributions from human decision-
making institutions dealing with complex problems
will be characterized by positive kurtosis.
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This implies that we should universally observe pos-
itive kurtosis whenever we look at indicators of change
in the activities of governments. Jones and Baumgart-
ner (2005, chap. 7) claim this based on an analysis of
policymaking distributions in the United States, which is
too limited to do more than establish the feasibility of
the hypothesis; our comparative test will provide a more
convincing base.

Friction might be universal but we expect to find
different levels of friction in different institutions. Because
institutional costs are lower in what we have termed the
input series, higher in the parts of the policy process
that require coordination among multiple actors or heavy
bureaucratic procedures to be followed, and highest in
those output processes such as budgeting that come only
at the end of a long and complicated series of processes,
we can propose the Progressive Friction Hypothesis as
follows:

H2: Kurtosis values will increase as one moves from input
to process to output series.

Initial studies of budgetary outputs show impor-
tant commonalities across many institutional structures.
Baumgartner, Foucault, and François (2006) assessed the
distribution of changes in French government spending
patterns from 1820 to present, with more detailed min-
isterial data from 1868, and found strong support for
a PE model. Levels of kurtosis were similar to the U.S.
findings (and remained in place when periods of war or
foreign occupation were excluded from the analysis; ma-
jor stochastic shocks do indeed increase kurtosis but when
these are excluded the analysis showed that internal causes
of kurtosis remained clearly apparent and the effects
were nearly as strong). Breunig (2006) has shown sim-
ilar results in studies of Germany, Denmark, the United
Kingdom, and the United States. Jones et al. (2009) looked
at national budgets in the United States, France, Germany,
the United Kingdom, Canada, Denmark, and Belgium as
well as Danish local government spending, and U.S. state
budgets. In each of the series explored, a power-law dis-
tribution was found: budget changes are highly dispro-
portional in each system so far analyzed.

In sum, in every case where investigators have looked
at budget change distributions using the friction ap-
proach, they have found strong evidence for PE processes
(see also Breunig and Koski 2006; John and Margetts 2003;
Jordan 2003; Mortensen 2005). The general punctuation
hypothesis, at least for budgets, seems well confirmed. But
budgets come at the end of a long process of decision mak-
ing, reflecting complex negotiations among many actors.
Perhaps the legislative process is more straightforward,
or perhaps parliamentary leaders are better able to im-

plement their governmental agendas than in the United
States. If so, then we should see important differences
from the U.S. results when we look at a range of govern-
mental procedures in other countries like Belgium and
Denmark. In this respect, Denmark represents a unified
political system with a unicameral national parliament,
dominated by strong political parties. Belgium is also a
parliamentary system dominated by political parties but
a federal one with a bicameral parliament. This article
therefore presents new and relevant tests of the general
and the progressive friction hypotheses on entirely differ-
ent political systems.

Issues in Comparative Analysis

Considering the U.S. roots of the friction hypotheses,
a number of important unanswered questions remain
that can only be addressed through comparative analysis.
For example, it is empirically unclear whether the com-
plex separation of powers and federal structure of the
U.S. government should produce higher or lower levels of
friction than unified parliamentary systems. On the one
hand, the multiple veto-points and concurrent majorities
of the U.S. system seem to point clearly to higher fric-
tion values because they would appear to raise decision
costs. On the other hand, the multiple access points of the
U.S. government may in fact allow it to evolve over time
in reaction to changing social pressures. Federalism may
reduce the stakes of national politics, making national
policies less costly than where a single decision must be
made universally applicable across the national territory.
That is, where policies are the result of dozens of local
decisions rather than just one national one, these deci-
sions may be made more easily as each one mobilizes a
smaller and less diverse constituency. Another difference
is in the role of political parties. The powerful parties that
dominate some national political systems, like Denmark
and Belgium, could make access to the agenda very dif-
ficult (or disproportionate), but decision making once
initial agenda-access has occurred may be very simple
(Walgrave, Dumont, and Varone 2006). If this were the
case we might observe high kurtosis in the input func-
tions of government but no further increase when we
move from inputs to decision making, for example, law
making.

Our point here is not to say which of these hypotheses
is correct, but simply to point to the vast potential of
a comparative approach in answering these and similar
questions. By assessing governmental efficiency in a new
and comprehensive way, by defining it in terms of friction
and assessing it via distributional analysis, we open the
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door to a wide range of comparative analyses. We explore
these questions empirically in the section that follows.

Political inputs are what get fed into the political
system from the outside: electoral outcomes, media cov-
erage, (organized) public opinion (e.g., demonstrations).
Media coverage in most systems can shift from topic to
topic with few institutional costs. We expect low friction
for media coverage. Many activities in all governmen-
tal settings are relatively low cost; these reflect efforts to
monitor or to discuss social issues but do not require
coordinated action. So, we expect some of the policy pro-
cesses to be low cost in all three countries. Oral questions
in Parliament, for example, require little more than a sin-
gle MP’s arousal of attention for whatever reason. Written
questions to ministers in Parliamentary settings impose
few costs for similar reasons. Some decision-making pro-
cesses are relatively simple as well; presidential executive
orders in the United States require only one signature,
for example. Congressional hearings in the United States
are scheduled by a decentralized set of committee and
subcommittee chairs; they fall in a middle range in terms
of cost as they are rarely spontaneous and do require
planning, but are not so onerous as to impose similar
costs as the passage of legislation. Those policy processes
that require multiple actors to coordinate their activities,
that impose high costs such as long delays and signif-
icant investment in time and study, or that are subject
to multiple veto players should have higher friction and
therefore show higher kurtosis in their distributions of
outputs. The passage of laws requires significant concur-
rent majorities in the United States, less so in Denmark
or Belgium (but is still more difficult in those countries
than purely monitoring functions such as questions). Ex-
ecutive orders in Belgium may have high costs as they are
adopted officially by the entire cabinet, acting as a group
(rather than, as in the United States, requiring only a sin-
gle signature). Budgets, in all cases, are the highest cost
activities. Budgetary resource allocation comes with most
costs and entails the heaviest procedures in all countries.
In sum: inputs should be low cost; policy processes higher
cost; and budgetary outputs should be highest cost.

Empirical Approach and Data

For each country, we have collected extensive data on pol-
icy activities; the data were coded in a manner that ensured
that period-to-period changes could be assessed for each
institution. Full details are given in the appendix. Figure 1
gives an overview of all the data series and presents them in
the order one should expect based on the logic behind the
progressive friction hypothesis. The measures of institu-

tional attention presented below are not exactly the same
across the three countries, partly due to data limitations
but also because of differences in political institutions—
neither Belgium nor Denmark, for instance, has anything
identical to U.S. congressional hearings. However, for all
three countries we have multiple measures of input, pro-
cess, and output data, allowing a robust test of our argu-
ment for all three countries.

Each of the series is defined in similar ways and each
covers a very large number of observations. One of our
series, annual U.S. budget outlays since 1800, has only
187 observations. The other series are typically based
on several thousand observations, with the U.S. congres-
sional hearings, New York Times stories, statutes, Congres-
sional Quarterly stories, Budgetary Authority, and statutes
databases each based on several tens of thousands of ob-
servations, and the bills and elections data based on more
than 100,000 observations each. While the Danish and
Belgian data are not as extensive, they too are based on
thousands of underlying observations, as our appendix
makes clear. In each case, we categorize the events into
a consistent series of topics and look at the aggregated
distribution of changes from period to period across all
the topic categories.

We are interested in the distribution of percentage
annual changes. Election results are measured from elec-
tion to election, not by year. In all cases, we use the
“percentage-percentage” calculation method of the dif-
ferences, which assumes a fixed total level of governmen-
tal capacity to attend to issues (see Jones and Baumgartner
2005). Of course, the total size of a governmental agenda
is not absolutely fixed. When we use the percentage-count
method of calculation, reflecting this, the pattern of our
results is similar, in particular the pattern of increasing
friction as we move from inputs to policy processes to
budgetary outputs. In general, our results are robust with
respect to a wide range of details in specification and
calculation, though the details are subject to change.

Figures 2 through 4 give examples of three of our se-
ries. We present the number of annual changes of various
sizes as a histogram, and we overlay a Normal curve with
a similar standard deviation in order to facilitate com-
parison. Rather than present all 32 series, we present just
three, one from each country, and one from each stage of
the policy process (our web appendix presents all avail-
able series). Figure 2 presents U.S. presidential elections;
Figure 3, Belgian interpellations; and Figure 4, Danish
central government spending. The figures make clear the
pattern of increasing kurtosis that we observe as we move
from inputs to process to outputs; this is clear by looking
at the shapes of the histograms. Beneath each figure we
present the LK score, which summarizes the degree of
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FIGURE 1 Overview of Data Series Ranked in Terms of
Institutional Friction
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FIGURE 2 Annual Percent Change in Election
Results, U.S. Presidential Elections,
1828–2000
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kurtosis in each series. An LK score of about 0.123 marks
a Normal distribution. If the LK is higher this means that
the distribution is leptokurtic. Tables 1 through 3 present
all 32 of our series, with this same statistical summary.

The deviations from Normality are obvious in these
three series, each progressively more so than the previous.

FIGURE 3 Annual Percent Change in
Attention, Belgian Interpellations
and Oral Questions, 1991–2000
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It is also clear that the various series have different stan-
dard deviations, but Normal curves can have any level
of variance. Kurtosis measures the relative peakedness of
the distribution compared to a Normal distribution and
the number of extreme values relative to values near the
mode; the variance of the distribution is a related but
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FIGURE 4 Annual Percent Changes in Central
Government Spending in Denmark,
1971–2003
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TABLE 1 Levels of Kurtosis for 13 Government
Activities in the U.S.

Data Series N K LK

Elections, Presidency (by county) 1778 8.24 0.25
Elections, U.S. House of

Representatives
18355 7.17 0.30

Elections, U.S. Senate 1327 6.14 0.22
New York Times stories 1072 26.87 0.28
Bill introductions, House 912 12.66 0.21
Bill introductions, Senate 969 66.00 0.23
Hearings, House 1091 26.89 0.33
Hearings, Senate 1078 34.21 0.27
Executive orders 607 12.17 0.25
Congressional Quarterly Almanac

stories
994 28.03 0.29

Statutes 1007 21.02 0.25
Total annual outlays, U.S. federal

budget
187 56.04 0.54

Budget Authority for 62
programmatic budget categories

3106 66.47 0.48

Note: Normal distributions have a K value of 3 and an LK score of
≈0.123.
For Tables 1–3, N’s reflect the number of annual change values
times the number of categories. The underlying number of events
on which the annual change scores are calculated is typically much
higher.

different question. We present two measures for kurtosis,
K and LK. LK is a scale-free measure of the same concept,
more stable statistically and less affected by single outliers.
We find the LK measure to be the most accurate single
indicator of kurtosis, but we also present the K scores be-
cause these are more familiar in the literature. Both reflect
the general shape of the distribution, but neither does so
perfectly. Therefore, we supplement this hypothesis test-

TABLE 2 Levels of Kurtosis for 7 Government
Activities in Denmark

Data Series N K LK

National parliamentary elections 218 5.71 0.25
Radio news coverage 437 18.31 .025
Questions to the Minister 815 14.94 0.27
Parliamentary interpellations 1080 42.40 0.35

and proposals
Bills and governmental reports 1069 13.57 0.26
Appropriations 792 198.25 0.49
Outlays 832 86.95 0.43

TABLE 3 Levels of Kurtosis for 12 Government
Activities in Belgium

Data Series N K LK

Elections 274 9.00 0.14
Demonstrations 202 10.77 0.30
Newspaper stories 270 11.92 0.19
TV coverage 210 30.82 0.31
Party platforms 510 13.42 0.26
Parliamentary interpellations 267 10.83 0.30
Government agreements 48 12.48 0.38
Written questions in Parliament 269 14.57 0.23
Bills 246 16.51 0.32
Laws 169 15.51 0.29
Executive orders 239 27.61 0.32
Budgets 245 57.75 0.64

ing with an analysis based on cumulative frequency plots,
which in contrast to the single statistical measure of kur-
tosis allows us to assess the shape of the entire distribution
(we turn to that analysis in a later section).

Tables 1 through 3 present the K and LK scores for
each of the series listed in Figure 1 above, along with
the total N on which the calculations are based. (Ns in
the table refer to the number of annual changes times
the number of categories. The overall number of obser-
vations on which these annual calculations are based is
much higher.) The tables show that all the series have
high kurtosis levels (K > 3; LK > 0.123), thus clearly
supporting Hypothesis 1.

Looking at the U.S. data (Table 1), those with the
lowest levels of punctuation are the election series, fol-
lowed by House bill introductions and executive orders.
New York Times stories are relatively highly punctuated,
showing perhaps some significant staying power of indi-
vidual topics on the agenda for years at a time. Congres-
sional procedures, reflected in hearings and CQ stories,
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have some significant kurtosis associated with them. (The
Senate bill introduction figure appears an anomaly; note
the difference between the K and LK score.) Finally, bud-
getary figures are both very high on the scale of kurtosis.
While each series is not precisely arranged according to
order, in general there is significantly higher kurtosis as-
sociated with those processes that come further along the
policy process.

Table 2 presents the results for Denmark. The in-
dividual series range in kurtosis with the election series
being the lowest, parliamentary questions and bills being
moderate, and interpellations (which can only be done by
parties, not individual MPs) having higher kurtosis. Fi-
nally, the two budgetary measures have very high kurtosis
scores. Generally these results are quite similar to the U.S.
findings. In a direct comparison between the United States
and Denmark, the cross-country differences are swamped
by the differences in how each stage of the policy process
operates within the countries.

Table 3 presents the Belgian results. They provide fur-
ther support of the Generalized Punctuation Hypothesis
and also illustrate the progressive institutional friction
idea we have seen in the other two countries. Each series
shows significant kurtosis values, with the policy input se-
ries (demonstrations and media coverage) being relatively
low; the policy process series (parliamentary activities),
higher; and the budgetary series very high in the scale of
kurtosis, just as in the other series. According to the K
score, there is one anomaly in the Belgian series, that of
TV news coverage. The Belgian data are based on only 10
annual measurements of change, so we do not want to
make too much of any individual series. The Belgian TV
news series deviates from the general pattern but all the
others series are in the order that we expect and hence
confirm the progressive friction hypotheses.

Tables 1 through 3 above make clear that the Gen-
eral Punctuation Hypothesis and the Progressive Friction
Hypothesis are strongly supported. Our review of 32 dif-
ferent institutional outputs in three countries shows not
a single one that is Normal. These data are based on
hundreds of thousands of underlying observations across
several decades of recent political history. The Progres-
sive Friction Hypothesis is generally borne out as well.
While each and every series is not precisely in the order
we expected, on average we can see that the input series,
the process series, and the budgetary output series cluster
into low, higher, and highest values of kurtosis. Figure 5
summarizes these results.

Figure 5 shows simple averages of our K and LK mea-
sures for the input, policy, and output series in the three
nations. The evidence strongly supports the Progressive

FIGURE 5 Progressive Institutional Friction in
Three Countries
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Friction Hypothesis. Budgetary outputs in all three coun-
tries are extremely heavy with a status quo orientation
and highly likely to be affected by sudden changes, just as
the punctuated equilibrium model predicts. These ten-
dencies are noticeably weaker in the “earlier” series, the
processes of which involve weaker institutional friction.
Input series in each country are much closer to Normal
than the other series. Process series are characterized by
intermediate levels of disproportionality.

Estimating the Underlying
Probability Distribution

We can explore the tendencies demonstrated in the pre-
vious section in greater detail by looking at the cumula-
tive frequency distributions of each of our series of data,
rather than only the kurtosis measures as in Figure 5.
Statistical measures of kurtosis are slightly unreliable; in
addition to looking at two separate indicators of the con-
cept as in the previous section, we can look graphically
at the entire distribution of data, arrayed, as is common
in the literature on power-laws, as a simple cumulative
frequency distribution. Figure 6 illustrates our findings
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FIGURE 6 Cumulative Frequency Distributions of Change in Three Series in Three Countries
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Note: Solid circles show the positive tail; hollow circles show the negative tail of the distribution. The series are as follows: input series are
national parliamentary or presidential elections, process series are laws, output series are budgets. For a full set of plots for each of our
series, see the web appendix.

for one input series (elections), one process series (laws),
and one output series (budgets) in each country.2

A power-law distribution is one that follows the fol-
lowing form:

X ∼ k�−� (1)

where X is the cumulative frequency of values above some
value, � ,

k is a constant,
� is a range of observed values, and
� is an empirically derived estimate.
If we transform simply by taking the logs on both

sides of this equation, we have

log(X) ∼ log(k) + � log(�) (2)

2Figure 6 presents presidential election results for the United States,
parliamentary elections for Denmark and Belgium, laws, and bud-
gets. The series are similar to others we might have presented. In
our online appendix, we present full distributions for all 32 data
series listed in Table 1.

Plotting such a relationship on a log-log scale pro-
duces an equation as follows:

X ∼ k + ��, (3)

which is a straight linear regression where k is an intercept
term, � is the slope of the line, and � is the range of
observed values, as before. So a very simple graphical
test can determine if a relationship fits a power-law test.
There are two things to look for: whether the series arrays
along a straight line for some or all of its range, and the
slope of that line. Extreme-value series indicative of a
power-law function will array on a perfectly straight line
over several orders of magnitude. Normal distributions,
which have a lower kurtosis and relatively few extreme
values compared to what we see here, will show a sharp
downward curvature in a log-log presentation, not fitting
a straight line in any range at all. If the data do fit a
straight line, we can also assess the slope of the line. The
more extreme the distribution, the flatter the line. K, the
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constant term, is also of interest as it can distinguish series
with generally higher or lower numbers of extreme values.

The plots in Figure 6 show the cumulative frequency
of annual percentage changes of various sizes, the same
data that we have analyzed above. (Negative changes are
multiplied by −1 in order to display them on the same
scale as the positive changes.) The data are presented on
a log-log scale. A power-law distribution indicated by a
straight line on the log-log plot is a clear indication of
a punctuated equilibrium process. The test is identical
to that of looking at kurtosis values or the shape of a
frequency distribution; indeed the underlying data are
the same. In contrast to a single statistical measure of
kurtosis, however, this presentation of the data allows us
to see the entire distribution.

In each case, we find that budgets (presented in the
bottom row of the figure) do indeed array on a straight
line for several orders of magnitude. Policy process se-
ries array along the line display a power function for
the middle parts of the series, but the tails do not fol-
low power functions. Input series in each country show a
much sharper drop-off; they are not Normal but clearly
not Paretian either. Further, the slopes of the lines are
increasingly flat as we move from inputs to process to
output series, indicating that more and more cases are
falling in the tails, and hence are extreme punctuations.
Finally, we can see that the negative tails of the distribu-
tions always have steeper slopes than the positive tails. As
Jones and Baumgartner (2005) discussed, this may reflect
the fact that governments are quicker to surge into new
policy areas than they are quick to drop their attention to
established policy areas.

Overall, this more detailed graphical presentation
confirms the general patterns presented in Tables 1
through 3 and in Figure 5. It confirms the General Punc-
tuation Hypothesis as well as the Progressive Friction Hy-
pothesis. We provide a complete series of frequency dis-
tributions, semi-log and log-log presentations of all 32 of
the data series we have explored in our online appendix.

Conclusions

We have shown evidence for the first time on the general-
ized punctuation and the progressive friction hypotheses
over 30 different government processes in three coun-
tries. Looking at dozens of processes across three nations
and covering several hundred thousand observations, we
have not found a single Normal distribution, even though
the Central Limit Theorem implies that Normality would
be expected in the social input series that serve as the
grist for the mill of the policymaking process. Further,

the degree of punctuation in these distributions increases
as one moves from inputs to policy processes and finally
reaches its highest values in the budgetary outputs of gov-
ernment. Thus, we confirm our hypotheses.

Our process approach delivers some novel insights
in the comparison of politics across countries, but we
may have raised more questions than we have answered.
Comparative analyses are often static: they compare insti-
tutions rather than the processes happening within these
institutions. Political institutions are, for instance, com-
pared by counting the number of veto players (Tsebelis
2002) and policy is compared through static welfare-state
models (Esping-Andersen 1990). The comparative dy-
namics view presented in this article allows us to com-
pare political processes, not only institutions. Further, the
empirical scope of our approach is comprehensive, assess-
ing all policy domains in each country studied, typically
over several decades. Such approaches were previously
not possible because of a lack of data.

We observed more similarities than differences
among the countries we studied. Across countries, dis-
tinct electoral, parliamentary, and budgetary institutions
produce similar distributions of outputs. Elections do not
suffer from much institutional friction and therefore do
not experience the excesses of stasis and large changes; law
making and budgeting, by contrast, produce outputs that
are much closer to power-laws, implying very high fric-
tion. Increasing institutional costs and the challenges of
complexity produce increasingly punctuated series along
the policy cycle regardless of the institutional specifics.
Differences in political systems when the U.S. separation
of powers system is compared to European parliamen-
tary democracies with strong political parties often at-
tract considerable scholarly attention. However, at least
in the democracies we studied, the effects of the policy
process dominate the country effects. Boundedly rational
human behavior and similarities in how the processing of
inputs must occur in any organization may explain our
findings. No institutional design can do away with human
cognitive limits.

In any case, a likely fruitful avenue for future research
could well be an examination of the particular mecha-
nisms that impose such striking similarities across demo-
cratic systems. Our approach has been highly quantitative,
and we have looked at stochastic models of entire political
systems, but this could be systematically coupled with a
more in-depth study of the comparative workings of in-
stitutions using more qualitative methods to understand
the processes which lead to friction in greater detail, and
why it is lower in some institutions than in others. Friction
works in many ways. The fact that we find, in this arti-
cle, that comparable institutions, although functioning
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differently and embedded in different polities, yield sim-
ilar outputs raises questions about the specific workings
of friction in each setting. Probably, in all countries and
all institutions, functionally equivalent sources of fric-
tion are at work hindering flexible adaptation to chang-
ing problems. However, this general picture provides only
a baseline for comparison. We need to start looking for
variation within this general picture. In a sense, we now
know that policy agendas are invariably punctuated—
this has previously been demonstrated for the United
States, and in this article we have shown this also applies
to very different political systems. Future work should
go beyond that finding and focus on the question why
some institutions yield more punctuated outputs than
others. What precise types of constraints lead to what
kind of punctuated processes? How can we measure fric-
tion directly? We plead for a cross-fertilization of classic
comparative institutional design research with compara-
tive policy output studies as presented here. Examples of
future research questions might be: Does an institution
with many veto players produce outputs that are more
punctuated than an institution with fewer veto players?
Do institutions with long and winding procedures pro-
duce more punctuated results than ones with simpler
rules? Does single-party majority law making lead to less
punctuated legislation than law making in fragmented
coalition systems? Are policy punctuations related to
electoral shifts, or do they come equally in between
elections?3

Second, the Generalized Punctuation Hypothesis laid
forth in this article stems from the complexity of the social
processes with which governments deal. Are there, how-
ever, government institutions that deal with such sim-
ple or well-understood social problems that their out-
put change distributions might indeed be proportionate
to changes in inputs? Are small towns of small enough
scope that their decision-making process might be closer
to comprehensively rational, or do they suffer from a lack
of professionalization and institutional capacity? In any
case, while there is no question that organizations of the
scope of national governments face a bewildering array of
social problems and therefore cannot possibly be compre-
hensively rational, comparative analysis of a wide range
of organizational structures of different size might yield
a range of results.

3John and Jennings (2008) have shown, for example, that of the
27 largest shifts in the priorities listed in the U.K. Queen’s “speech
from the throne,” laying out the government’s priorities for the
next year, only six came in the first year of a new government. The
vast majority of policy shifts, apparently, came from continuing
governments, not new ones.

Third, we have noted that governments do not di-
rectly assess social processes, but become aware of them
only as they are manifested in politics. Are these processes
themselves highly punctuated? We have found that even
certain input series, for example media coverage or party
manifestos, are substantially punctuated. So, the signals
that go into the political system are already punctuated.
Policy institutions do not react directly to the real world
but to politically processed signals that are already af-
fected by the friction associated with processes of social
mobilization. Assessing the relative levels of punctuation
added by the institutions of government as compared
to social institutions such as corporate lobbying, social
movements, professional networks, media systems, and
citizen mobilization would open a wide range of fruitful
new avenues of research. How much friction comes from
the operation of the institutions of government, and how
much from broader social and economic forces related
to the difficulty in translating social processes into po-
litical information and demands that governments can
recognize?

Fourth, we need to elaborate alternative explana-
tions for punctuated outputs. Institutions and political
actors are not only affected by constraints and resistance
to change but also to cascading and mimicking effects,
processes which have the same effects, but possibly for
different reasons, as high decision-making costs. Both
processes lead to overreactions. Economists have discov-
ered that many market imperfections relate to bubbles
and other bidding frenzies; political scientists might gain
from an appreciation that shifts in government policies
can be just as subject to fads, fashions, and mood swings.
Just as friction is produced by the makeup of institu-
tions, cascades are more likely to happen in some in-
stitutions than in others. The fact that we established
here that mass media coverage in the three countries un-
der study is substantially punctuated—although there are
reasons to believe that the institutional decision costs in
the mass media are rather low—suggests that friction is
only part of the story. Jones and Baumgartner (2005)
discussed cascades as well as friction as possible expla-
nations of disproportionality, but more work remains to
be done on the different processes that produce these
outputs. In any case, we have demonstrated that policy
outputs in three widely divergent democratic polities are
highly punctuated, that the degree of punctuation in-
creases as we move along the policy cycle, and that these
shifts in levels of punctuation cannot be related to differ-
ent policy inputs. These are important findings but open
the way for many more studies to elucidate their precise
causes.
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Appendix: Data Descriptions
Progressive Institutional Friction in the

United States

We use 13 separate indicators of policy change in the
United States. In each case, we look at year-to-year per-
centage change in outputs. The data series are as follows.

1–3. Election results (three series). We look at the dif-
ference from election to election in the percent
of the two-party vote for the Democrat. For presi-
dential elections, we pool data across all U.S. coun-
ties for the period of 1828 to 1992. For elections to
the U.S. House of Representatives, we pool across
electoral districts from 1898 to 1992. For the U.S.
Senate, we pool across seats from 1920 to 1998.

4. New York Times stories. Annual percent changes
in the percentage of stories across the 19 major
content categories of the Policy Agendas Project,
1946 to 1994 (see www.policyagendas.org).

5–6. Congressional bill introductions. Separately for
the House and Senate, annual percent changes in
the percentage of bills introduced across the 19
major content categories of the Agendas Project,
1947 to 2002.

7–8. Congressional hearings. Separately for the House
and Senate, annual percent changes in the per-
centage of hearings across the 19 major content
categories of the Agendas Project, 1947 to 2002.

9. Executive orders. Annual percent changes in the
percentage of presidential executive orders across
the 19 major content categories of the Agendas
Project, 1947 to 2002.

10. Congressional Quarterly (CQ) Almanac stories.
Annual percent changes in the percentage of sto-
ries in the CQ Almanac across the 19 major con-
tent categories of the Agendas Project, 1947 to
2002. The CQ Almanac is an annual volume re-
porting on the activities of the U.S. Congress.
Widely read in Washington in its weekly edition,
the CQ is a standard source for information on
congressional activities. Even failed legislative pro-
posals, if they generated significant congressional
debate, are reflected in this measure.

11. Statutes. Annual percent changes in the percentage
of laws (excluding commemorative laws) across
the 19 major content categories of the Agendas
Project, 1947 to 2002.

12. Total outlays of the U.S. government. Annual per-
centage changes in the size of the entire U.S. federal
budget, from 1800 to 1994 (one observation per
year).

13. Budget authority by OMB subfunction. Annual
percentage changes in 62 consistently defined pro-
grammatic spending categories, from the Agendas
Project, 1947 to 2003.

Institutional Friction and Policy Outputs
in Denmark

Danish data come from the Danish Policy Agendas
Project, www.agendasetting.dk. Radio news and parlia-
mentary activities are coded according to a modified ver-
sion of the same topic categories used in the U.S. Policy
Agendas Project; there are 24 major topic categories in the
Danish series as compared to 19 in the U.S. Danish parlia-
mentary data are available since 1953, the date of a major
constitutional revision (for details, see Green-Pedersen
2005). Radio news data are available from 1984 to 2003.
In all, we have seven different series for Denmark: two
input series, three policy process series, and two budget
series.

The first input series is Danish election results at the
national level. We look at the percentage change in the
vote for parties at each election since 1920, when
the current election system was introduced. We record
the vote share of all political parties receiving votes in
a given election. The Danish party system has consisted
of five to 11 parties over time; elections have been held
every fourth year or less, providing us with in total 218
observations across 31 elections from 1920 to 2005.

The radio news data are based on the radio news
of the Danish National Broadcasting Cooperation (DR)
twice a day (12 AM and 0630 PM). The feature of the
radio news was used a coding unit, leaving us with an N
of > 60,000 for the period 1984 to 2003.

We report three distinct Danish policy processes se-
ries for the period of 1953 to 2003. In order of increas-
ing institutional friction, we look at 1) questions to the
minister, 2) nonlegislative debates in parliament (inter-
pellations and parliamentary decisions) and 3) bills4 and
governmental reports.5 Where the first two parliamen-
tary series reflect monitoring activities, the third series
represents policymaking more directly. Questions to the
minister have limited institutional costs. They are a few
sentences long and can be asked by any Member of Parlia-
ment (MP). Nonlegislative debates in parliament impose

4The vast majority of bills in the Danish parliament come from the
government and are passed in parliament, so bills in Denmark are
virtually equivalent to laws. We do not analyze both.

5Governmental reports are comprehensive reports on, for instance,
the state of Danish energy policy from the government to parlia-
ment. Like bills they require a substantial bureaucratic effort.
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more costs. The text can be as simple as a question, but
they can only be put forward by a party, not an individual
MP, and require participation from the entire parliament.
Bills and governmental reports take considerable time to
put together and the bills require several rounds of par-
liamentary reading to be accepted.

Finally, we have two budget time series. The first se-
ries is based on Statistics Denmark’s central government
spending data and is measured in inflation-adjusted 2003
kroner. The data are assembled for 14 policy categories,
but we followed Mortensen (2005) and excluded the cat-
egory “other purposes.” The resulting 13 categories exist
for the 1971 to 2003 period.6 The second budget series
consists of net budget appropriations (bevilllinger) pub-
lished by the Danish Finance Ministry. The data are as-
sembled for 22 policy categories after some categorical
adjustments are made in order to adjust for the destruc-
tion and creation of government departments over time.
These data are available for the 1964 to 2004 period. While
the latter series represents spending appropriations, the
former represents budgetary outlays.

Institutional Friction and Policy
Outputs in Belgium

Belgian data come from the Belgian Political Agenda-
Setting Project (Walgrave, De Winter et al. 2005).7 We
have 11 data series covering a broad array of political
processes. All Belgian data only cover the 1991–2000 pe-
riod. So we have, unless mentioned otherwise, 10 con-
secutive years leading to nine year-to-year percentage
changes in outputs. The N’s on which change calcula-
tions are based are very high, so we believe the Belgian
data to yield reliable indicators of policy change in Bel-
gium. All Belgian results are based on a coding system
containing 30 major content categories. The Belgian code-
book was not the same as the U.S. or the Danish code-
book; Belgian data were collected entirely independently
from the original U.S. Agendas Project. As the number

6The dataset follows the registration principles for national ac-
counts data outlined by the United Nations Statistics Division. The
full dataset consists of 14 main functional categories and 34 sub-
categories based on a modified version of the international COFOG
classification system used consistently by Statistics Denmark from
1971 to 2003. Data are adjusted for inflation using the national
Danish Consumer Price Index (CPI).

7Belgian Political Agenda-Setting Project (2001–2004) granted by
the ‘Federale Diensten voor Wetenschappelijke, Technische en Cul-
turele Aangelegenheden’ (DWTC). It was conducted by Stefaan
Walgrave (coordinator, UA), Lieven de Winter, André Frognier,
Frédéric Varone and Benoı̂t Rihoux (UCL), Patrick Stouthuysen
(VUB), and Marc Swyngedouw (KUL).

of topic categories is similar to that in the United States
or Denmark, and the major topic codes are similar, we
believe this difference has no significant effect on our
results.

We look at Belgian election, media, protest, and party
input series (1–5); parliamentary and governmental pol-
icy series (6–11); and finally budgetary output series (12).
The Belgian dataset adds significant new types of agendas,
especially regarding the input series. First, we can test the
friction model on TV coverage, which might display an
entirely different dynamic than (single) newspaper cover-
age. Second, we have data on protest demonstrations, an
important source of information for governments any-
where. Third, as political parties are the major players in
the Belgian polity, like in most other European democ-
racies, we included a party platform series to assess the
nature of change in these documents. Finally, we add a
new indicator of the governmental agenda: the govern-
ment agreement concluded just before government gets
confidence from parliament. Belgian newspaper data also
include several national newspapers, not just one. Belgian
data cover a greater number of different agendas but for a
shorter time period than the other data series. The series
are as follows:

1. Elections. As the rest of the Belgian data only cover
the 1990s we use the 1990s elections only. Belgium
witnessed only a few general elections in this pe-
riod; in order to increase the N we relied on elec-
tion results on district level. Belgium had a reshuf-
fling of electoral districts between the elections
of 1991 and 1995 and, thus, we cannot reliably
compare between these elections. Consequently
we only have two changes in electoral party results
per district: 1987–1991 and 1995–1999. We only
took the major parties into account, parties with
at least one seat in parliament during the period
under study. The total N = 274. Data are available
from http://www.elections.fgov.be/.

2. Newspaper stories. Annual percent changes in
percentage of the stories across the 30 content
categories for five different Belgian newspapers,
tabloids, and broadsheets with different partisan
leanings (De Standaard, De Morgen, Het Laatste
Nieuws, La Libre Belgique, and Le Soir) from 1991
to 2000. We code only the front page of each news-
paper (as there were no indexes available). Total N
> 66,000 news stories.

3. TV coverage. Entire coverage of the main evening
news show on four national TV stations: two
public service broadcasting (TV1 and La Une)
and two commercial stations (VTM and RTL) in
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the 1991–2000 period. Friction, we expect, will be
low but we anticipate substantial cascades as the
TV market is extremely competitive, as we cover
and aggregate results for four stations reinforc-
ing potential spikes, and, especially, as we found
extremely high correlations (+.90) between issue
coverage on the four channels. Total N > 110,000
TV news items.

4. Demonstrations. All major protest demonstra-
tions in Belgium from 1991 to 2000 (N > 4,000)
drawing on media analysis and police records (see
Van Aelst and Walgrave 2001). Demonstrations
entail some organizational costs, but the decision
costs are low as it requires only one organization
to stage a protest event.

5. Party platforms. Topic codes of all sentences and
semi-sentences of all 10 Belgian parties according
to the methodology of the Comparative Mani-
festo Project (Klingemann et al. 2002). Total N
is > 36,000 (semi-)sentences. Belgium had three
general elections in the 1990s (1991, 1995, and
1999), so we covered 30 party manifestos. We ex-
pect rather low friction as parties have every in-
terest in reacting to external signals and internal
decision procedures are relatively light (Walgrave
and Nuytemans 2006).

6. Written questions. Questions asked by individual
MPs to ministers (N > 24,000) in the Lower House
(We obtained an electronic file with all parlia-
mentary actions [questions, laws, interpellations]
directly from the services of the Belgian Lower
House and converted and recoded it according to
our needs [see www.dekamer.be]). There are no
restrictions and the procedure for asking written
question has a very low threshold. We expect low
friction.

7. Interpellations and oral questions. These are the
means used by opposition parties to challenge the
government in the Lower House (N > 10,000).
There are very few institutional restrictions but,
normally, parliamentary party leaders control the
questions and interpellation from their faction.
So, some coordination and party agreement are
required and we expect a moderate amount of
friction.

8. Bills. Bills are easy to introduce as one legislator
suffices in the Lower House (N > 5,000). Many
bills, though, are introduced by parties or even
by several parties. More than two-thirds of the
bills are submitted by the government, which is
preceded by lengthy and often conflictual negoti-

ations within government. Hence we expect sub-
stantial friction.

9. Laws. Laws are difficult to pass, unless they are
supported by the government parties in the Lower
House (N > 1,200). Success rate of government
bills is nearly 100% and as government introduces
most bills (see above) we expect the kurtosis of
bills and laws to be very similar, with substantial
friction in both cases.

10. Government agreement. This is a sentence-per-
sentence analysis of the government agreements
of 1992, 1995, and 1999 (N > 1,800). The govern-
ment agreement is the bible of coalition politics
and contains the plans the government solemnly
promises to carry out during the term. Often
very lengthy negotiations precede it. It may be
the most discussed, scrutinized, and negotiated
text in the Belgian political system. All this makes
us expect very high friction. Yet, the government
agreement most of the time is a straightforward
mix of proposals parties make in their party plat-
forms. Through the Central Limit Theorem an
aggregation of several (even non-Normal) series
would lead to a Normal outcome. Moreover, gov-
ernment stayed the same almost the entire period
under study, which would not make us expect sud-
den major changes in the agreement. Overall, we
expect low to moderate friction here.

11. Executive orders. Every Friday the Belgian gov-
ernment meets and takes a number of decisions.
These are recorded here (N > 6,000). Due to the
coalitional logic and the collegial procedure in Bel-
gian governments we expect tough decision mak-
ing and thus rather high friction. Friction should
be higher than in the presidential system in the
United States characterized by a single executive
actor.

12. Budgets. As in Denmark and the United States,
budgets should be the stickiest processes preceded
by lengthy negotiations within government. Bel-
gian budgets were recorded based on the official
documents distinguishing all budget functions
(N > 12,000).

For more information concerning each of the
series used here, including summary statistics, full
codebooks, the datasets themselves, and a complete
set of histograms, semi-log and log-log plots of the 32
series analyzed here, see our web appendix, available
at http://www.personal.psu.edu/frb1/Comp friction/
Comparative Friction Models home.htm.
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